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Abstract— This paper focuses on large-scale distributed systems that can be modeled as workflows of activities sharing
resources, knowledge, know-how and services. We propose a
programming environment for such global activity-based applications the execution of which relies on the agent-technology.
Methods and emerging technologies will be discussed from the
user level applications to the run-time support. The programming
environment we propose is the result of our experience in
designing and implementing applications within specific application domains such as controlling industrial platforms and
bioinformatics.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Nowadays computer systems are more and more complex.
They can be geographically distributed, present features of
dynamic topology, real-time and heterogeneity, fault-tolerance,
mobility and service discovery. To manage complexity in such
systems new methodologies, methods and tools for their analysis, design and implementation have been provided. Among
others we mention component-based design and programming
[1], ubiquitous computing [2], agent-based systems [3] and
mobile code [4].
This paper focuses on large-scale distributed systems that
can be modeled as workflows of activities that share resources,
knowledge, know-how and services. Though many such features can be abstracted away at the workflow application level,
the infrastructure that supports this kind of applications must
anyway support (very often) distributed interactions, service
discovery, fault tolerance and security. Distributed interactions
are necessary to make possible communication between partners located in different places. Fault tolerance is needed to let
complex, distributed systems working even in faulty situations
such as site failures or disconnections. Service discovery is
needed to take efficiently advantage of resources or system
capabilities. Finally, security allows to prevent malicious users
and servers to perform dangerous actions such as mitigate the
diffusion of false information.
Most of these attributes are often strictly needed in certain kinds of systems and make a system very difficult
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to design. A deep understanding of the application domain
can certainly help in reducing problems. Simpler techniques,
technologies and implementation strengths can be suggested
by a proper analysis of the domain itself. The application
domain, moreover, suggests the set of primitive activities
that can be composed to build workflows. Besides the above
attributes, the applications we refer to are, hence, domainspecific applications.
We now describe a general programming environment for
global activity-based applications as described above. This is
the result of our experience in designing and implementing
applications for controlling industrial platforms [5] and for
searching data within in the bioinformatics domain [6]). We
have abstracted a general architecture for the design of our
applications based on three conceptual layers:
A User Layer, on the top of the architecture, where the
user specifies the application as a workflow of activities with
the features described above. The specification language must
be simple and intuitive to use as, in most cases, graphical
notations are. Indeed, our potential users may not be computer
practitioners.
A System Layer, on the middle of the architecture, which
provides the needed environment to map a user-level workflow into a set of more primitive (and already implemented)
activities. These latter cooperate to implement the activities at
the user level and embed implementation details abstracted at
the user level (fault tolerance, for instance). These primitive
activities follow the agent-based technology since, as argued
several times in the literature (see, for instance [7], and
references therein), the agent paradigm seems to be particularly suitable for designing environments populated by entities
that communicate and coordinate their activities (as most of
the applications of our interest are). A particular significant
ingredient at this layer is the compiler that maps user level
activities into system level activities. The compiler must be
aware of the available a library of implemented activity
but more significantly it must be aware of the environment
(software/hardware resources, knowledge, services...)
A Run-Time Layer, at the bottom of the architecture,
that provides the needed support for the run-time execution

of system level agents; namely, primitives for coordination,
communication, security, mobility and other implementation
details.
Summing up, the whole architecture for programming our
applications is that shown in Figure 1, where the three introUser Application Workflow
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duced layers, User Layer, System Layer and Run-time Layer,
are themselves split in two conceptual levels (the application
and its infrastructure). On the top of the architecture, the
User Application Workflows layer, reside our applications;
namely our user workflow applications. The underlying Workflow Management Layer provides the needed environment
to support workflow application specifications. It includes,
for instance, CASE tools and graphical environments for
editing workflows. The User Application Workflows level and
Workflow Management level constitute the User Layer.
The pool of agents that implements user applications reside
in the Application Agents layer, below the Workflow Management layer. The behavior of such objects is still described
in a (lower level) workflow notation. The Application Agents
Management contains a (context-aware) compiler and libraries
of suitable agents that implement primitive user activities. Applications Agents level and Applications Agents Management
constitute the System Layer.
At the bottom of the architecture we find the Service
Agent layer where agents located in sites provide access to
services available in those sites. Then the Core provides the
infrastructure necessary to execute and support agent execution
and other implementation details. The Service Agents and the
Core constitute the Run-time Layer.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sections II,
III, IV describe in more details the User Layer, System Layer
and Run-time Layer, respectively. To fix intuition we make
use of a running example that, actually, identifies a specific
class of applications where our programming environment
can be exploited (different from those presented in Section
V). Section VI contrasts our approach to existing ones, and
Section V summarizes our experience on specific applications
and discuss concluding remarks and further work.

II. U SER L AYER
The applications we address in this paper are based on
workflows, called User Level Workflow (ULW), describing the
control flow of the activities that must be performed to reach a
specific goal. A general user of this system is not a computer
expert, so he/she needs an environment with characteristics of
user-friendliness, usability and simplicity. A graphical notation
can provide a suitable environment for the composition and
configuration of activities that are contained in a domainspecific library.
There are several formalisms (notations) supporting the
visual composition of activities. These formalisms, often based
on UML and Petri Nets (see, for instance, [8], [9], [10] and
references therein), allow for the sequential composition of activities, their distribution, coordination, cooperation . . . Given
the wide number of different proposals (often offering not yet
stable or partial solutions), in this introductory paper we do
not faithfully follow one of these formalisms but, instead,
we try to explain our ideas by resorting to a simple and
intuitive notation. We believe that this way makes the paper
readable and appealing also to non-experts in specific research
areas. However, those readers that are familiar with UML
can find in our workflow descriptions some strong similarities
with UML Activity Diagrams. We intend to use the emerging
notation AUML [11] (always based on UML) for the aspects
of agent coordination and agent communication protocol in
future, more detailed, descriptions of this paper.
Together with activities some state information is often
needed that in our notation take the form of notes attached with
activities; one on the right denoting the parameters in input
to the activity and one on the left report the state variables
affected by the performed activity. The whole set of state
variables are defined in a stand-alone note at the beginning
of the diagram.
As one would expect, the activities that a user can compose
can be either primitive activities or composite activities. These
latter can be already described in a workflow notation and typically denote frequently used workflows or user personalized
workflows. Moreover, the available activities are, of course,
customized for a specific application domain. This contributes
to let our applications domain-specific.
The definition of a ULW proceeds by choosing basic activities on existing libraries and connecting such actions according
to operators of the language. These operators should have a
clear and intuitive meaning even for non-experts (this is the
reasons why we used UML-like activity diagrams). The user,
then, sets opportunely the input and output notes to configure
the application, e.g. the name of the book that we would like
to buy or username and password enabling the access to a
service.
Figure 2 shows an example of a user workflow describing
the activities needed to buy a DVD recorder. Predefined state
variables are described in the stand-alone note on the top-left
corner. The flow of the activities begins with the concurrently
searching for best price of the device and checking the bank

account. These two activities are then synchronized to verify
if a sufficient amount of money in the account is available.
In the positive case, the purchase is possible. Otherwise, a
notification email is sent. It is worth of noting that most details
such as security, implementation details, coordination policy,
etc. are abstracted away at this abstraction level creating a very
simplified environment for the user.
III. S YSTEM L AYER
A User Level Workflow (ULW) is compiled into a System
Level Workflow (SLW), that now specifies the behavior of
application agents; namely, the activities that a pool of user
agents (also called MOWE, for Mobile and Opportunistic
Workflow Executors) must perform for user level activities by
migrating from a site to another to retrieve information, communicate each other, coordinate activities, etc. The compiler,
then, produces two outputs: a SLW and a pool of MOWEs that
implements the SLW. Each MOWE (actually the “skeleton”
of each MOWE) resides in a domain-specific library that the
compiler uses to implement the primitive activities used to
specify the ULW.
SLW, as ULW, are specified with activity diagrams notation.
In the former case, however, swimlanes are used to emphasize
the fact that each user level activity can be implemented by a
pool of coordinated agents; where, in particular, each swimlane
denotes the actions executed by each agent. A possible SLW,
output of the compilation of the ULW in Figure 2 is shown
on Figure 3.
The scope of a state variable is local to a single agent and
hence limited to a swimlane. When the input note is positioned
in a different swimlane from the one containing the activity
state, this means that a message from the note’s owner agent
must be received. We also use two types of synchronization
bars: inter-agent synchronization when multiple agents must
synchronize, and intra-agent synchronization when a single
agent must coordinate its activities.
The mapping is performed by substituting each user level
activity to a workflow of system level activity with a case-bycase approach.
It is quite difficult to produce an efficient pool of agents
without having specific information on the environment; in
fact the agent implementation would have to face a wide range
of possible situations. Our approach is to exploit a contextaware compiler. A compiler is context aware if it knows
the environment and takes advantage of this knowledge to
produce goal-directed agents. In our case the compiler knows
information such as hosts making part of the system, the type
of existing services, the type of information stored on each
place, the topology of the system and other useful parameters
depending on the application domain. During the compilation
some of these parameters may change, for this reason the
compiler creates opportunistic agents. An opportunistic agent
may face an unpredicted situation and still solve its task.
Opportunism is achieved by embedding a set of rules into
the MOWE that allows the agent to deal with situations that
are not explicitly specified in the user level workflow but that

can happen such as site or connectivity failure, login failures,
service accesses failures, etc.
Then, by using a context-aware compiler the user can
completely ignore where to search information, in which
form the information is stored, how he/she can interacts with
each service, and the number of interesting hosts. All these
information are managed by the context-aware compiler that
maps an application workflow (a ULW) to an (context-aware)
agent-based workflow specification.
The execution of MOWE is supported by a run-time support
of agents that implement security, fault tolerance, mobility,
distributed communication and (easy) access to services as
discussed in the next section.
IV. RUN -T IME L AYER
As already described, the overall structure of the system
is very complex, it supports abstract specifications that are
mapped into a complex distributed and coordinated flows
of activities over a large-scale distributed system. In order
to master this complexity, a (two) layered architecture is
considered, where at the top there is a:
- Service agent layer, that provides a set of agents offering
services in the place where they are located (service
agents do not migrate among sites), while at the bottom
there is a,
- Core that provides all the infrastructure necessary to
execute and support both user and service agents, in particular security, fault-tolerance, communication, mobility
and resource management.
More in detail, the service agents provide access to services.
When a user agent migrates and arrives in a place it can
query the yellow page service to gain information about
services offered in the place and then it communicates with
the service agents to gain the information it needs. This
paradigm simplifies the interactions enabling the use of an
agent communication language, e.g. KQML [12] or Fipa
ACL [13], as a unified way to communicate with other agents,
services or resources.
Regarding the core layer it has to be noticed that most of
the attributes above mentioned are already present in JADE
[14], a FIPA Compliant agent platform. Then, in principle, we
can take JADE as a core layer for our applications, though,
in the past we had to develop the core from scratch in order
to take advantage of particular design decisions suggested by
the specific domain.
V. A PPLICATIONS OF THE G ENERAL A RCHITECTURE
We propose a programming environment for global activitybased applications; namely, large-scale distributed systems that
can be modeled as workflows of activities sharing resources,
knowledge, know-how and services. The typical scenario is the
following. A user specifies his/her application in a workflow
of activities taken from available libraries of activities tied
to a specific application domain. The user then invokes a
compiler that translates the user application into a pool of
agents committed to the execution of the user activities. The
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compiler transports its knowledge of the environment into the
agents in such a way that these latter may assume opportunistic
behaviors in cases of exceptions during execution. The agent
technology is well suited for developing complex, distributed
systems [7], and our architecture can be adapted to exploit
other technologies. Indeed, we aim at experimenting also
components in place of agents.
The execution environment of the pool of application agents
is provided by a run-time support that implements primitives
for agent coordination and communication, agent mobility and
security, fault-tolerance, services and resources.
In the rest of this section we shortly describe two instances
of the presented environment: one in the industrial domain,
the other in bioinformatics. We shortly describe the different
domains and the roles of the involved agents.
A. Product Quality through Information Integration in Industrial Platforms
The production process is usually performed by a set of
activities associated to different actors. In the case of a
supply chain, the actors are the suppliers and the production
plans. The suppliers provide both row and semi-manufactured
components, while the production plans assemble the components to produce the final product. Once a defect or malfunction in assembling the final product is identified, all the
information regarding the quality tests of any component
should be retrieved. Quality control within a supply chain
is a complex activity, information integration is difficult and
access to all information simultaneously is, in most cases,
impossible. In this setting our workflow application support
the quality control through the traceability of the different
components and semi-manufactured products [5]. User agents
support the execution of workflow activities; they retrieve
component’s test information from the suppliers and integrate
data. Service agents allow the access to company internal
data repositories. In fact each single supplier may be using
quality control mechanisms different from other suppliers, and
generating different data as result from specific tests. The
resulting distributed system is based on a network of hosts (the
suppliers) each one allowing the access to local information
through proper agents of our middleware.
Product traceability during the product production process
is also an interesting application of our architecture. This is
on going research.
This research is carried out thanks to a project funded by
Loccioni Group [15] and by a project SICOM “SIstemi COoperativi Multiagente” co-funded by CIPE-Regione Marche and
Università di Camerino.
B. Retrieving and Integrating Data in Bioinformatics
In the present post-genomic era, biological information
sources are crammed with information gathered from results of
experiments performed in laboratories around the world, i.e.,
sequence alignments, hybridization data analysis or proteins
interrelations. The amount of available information is constantly increasing, its wide distribution and the heterogeneity

of the sources make difficult for bioscientists to manually
collect and integrate information. Users who possess their own
algorithm, but have no data to gain evidence of the correlation
between cause and effect would have the possibility to move
and execute their code to data sources. Existing services offer
no easy or efficient solution to this problem. For example,
Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) [16] offers a
set of services (BLASTp, BLASTn ...) to allow sequences
comparison, but it doesn’t support the execution of correlated
activities of an experiment. In the Bioagent project 1 we have
provided a framework to define the bioscientist experiment
as a workflow of activities[6]. For which, a pool of mobile
user agents is created to completely decentralize local tasks
processing, and free bioscientists from the need to continuous
interact with remote services. As an example of workflow
application, suppose to look for a new protein structure; the
bioinformatician (biochemestrian) that make the experiment,
first selects a m-RNA sequence for a known protein, then
by using BLAST n in the genomic database GenBank looks
for the first 10 sequences with the highest score. Afterwards,
he looks for the crystallographic structure (the PDB files) of
the associated proteins. This search is made in two different
data collections SwissProt and PubMed. In SwissProt he uses
BLAST p to extract the first 5 sequences with the highest
score, and for each article he extracts the references to the
Protein Data Bank. In PubMed, for any protein (or sequence)
he extracts all the articles written on this sequence, by selecting
only those for which a crystallographic structure is available
(option: Structured Links). Each workflow’s activity is described by a set of tasks supported by a pool of user agents;
each user agent coordinates the collection and integration of
retrieved information by moving to remote data source and by
cooperating with local service agents.
This research is carried out thanks to the MURST strategic
project ‘Oncology Over Internet’.
VI. R ELATED W ORK
The complexity of the applications we are addressing,
though tight to specific application domains, needs an involved
engineering and the usage of suitable technologies. Our work
aims at giving a general architecture that provides guidelines
for designing global activity-based applications and suggests
possible technologies. All the applications of this kind we have
developed falls within this setting.
Similarities to this work can be found in the suggested
technologies. Workflows, that cover a wide range of distributed
applications and form a nice specification language (presented
as Activity Diagrams, Petri Nets or similar), have a wide
literature (see WfMC reference model [17] and references
therein). The agent technology, as a means to implement
workflows has been suggested, for instance, by Chang and
Scott [18] and by Mertz et al. [19]. It has to be said, however,
that most papers propose to implement WfMS with multiagent systems where agents are stationary [20], [21], [22], to
1 www.bioagent.net

support to Web Services [23], or specialized in manufacturing
[24]. Some agent mobility is present in the AWA architecture
by Stormer [25] where, agents of different types, form a
work team oriented to execute a workflow. None of these
works, however, present and discuss the needs of having a
context-aware compiler to translate an abstract workflow into
a specialized mobile pool of agents trained to cooperate in an
opportunist way during their execution.
Another work with similar aims as ours has been recently
proposed by Ricci et al. [26]; they use the center space as communication model and TuCSoN coordination laws as workflow
definition language. Tuple space enhances uncoupled interactions in space and time. A Programming environment has
been proposed also in [27], where it is possible to define
applications based on cooperating agents. For the kind of
applications we are interested in (and also because an agent
is typically aware of the pool of agents with which it has
to coordinate activities) we decide to rely on message passing
communication. This also allows us to base our middleware for
global activity-based applications on JADE, a FIPA Compliant
agent platform.
VII. C ONCLUDING R EMARKS AND F URTHER W ORK
The programming environment presented involves two keywords that deserve to be mentioned once again: Workflows
and Agent Run-time support. Both of them posses guide lines
by well-established coalitions; namely, the Workflow Management Coalition [28], and the already mentioned Foundation
for Intelligent Physical Agents also known as FIPA [29],
respectively. Any developed tool fitting the proposed guide
lines can be adopted in our (implementing) architecture so
that, hopefully, our proposal can be though as an effective
integration of the ideas by the two coalitions.
As already said, the presented architecture turns out to be
adaptable to different application domains. The case studies in
Section VII provide some evidence on its generality. Following
the programming environment presented in the current paper,
we are developing a similar workbench for a class of applications more and more frequent; those related to microcontrollers
and embedded systems in general.
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